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INTRODUCTION

ISRAEL – CASE STUDY

In deciding asylum cases are judges influenced
in any way by their own refugee experience or
by a collective refugee experience (“CRE”)?

HOLOCAUST – DESTRUCTION OF EUROPEAN JEWRY – NEED TO
PREVENT REPETITION – INTERNATIONAL PROTECTION REGIME 1951 UN REFUGEE CONVENTION- ISRAEL AND JEWISH NGOS AS
KEY DRAFTERS – ISRAELI REFUGEE LAW- 45,000 FROM ERITREA
AND SUDAN(INCLUDING DARFUR) – DETENTION CENTRES AND
BORDER FENCE- TEMPORARY PROTECTION -VERY LOW REFUGEE
RECOGNITION RATE.

EXAMPLES
GENOCIDE (RWANDA)
ETHNIC CLEANSING (YUGOSLAVIA)
RACIAL DISCRIMINATION (APARTHEID)
THE HOLOCAUST (JEWS)

CASE LAW
ARE JUDGES INFLUENCED BY LIFE
EXPERIENCES?
“Looking back at my judicial texts, it became clear that my responses from the
bench had turned out to be far more complex. Life experiences had undoubtedly
seeped into my judicial vision, but always through the prism of established and
evolving principles of legal thought”.
Albie Sachs”The Strange Alchemy of Life and Law” Oxford University Press,
2009, 4
“When an asylum seeker stands before an official or court who will decide
whether she will be deported or may remain in the United States, the result
may be determined as much or more by who that official is, or where the court
is located, as by the facts and law of the case”.
Refugee Roulette – Disparities in Asylum Adjudication and Proposals for
Reform.Ramji-Nogales, Andrew I. Schoenholtz and Philipp G. Schrag. New
York University Press 2009, 3

RELEVANCY TO REFUGEE LAW
STUDIES?

It could be argued that all refugee judges are influenced to one degree or
another by CRE even if it befell another nation than his or her own. For example,
a Canadian Refugee judge may be influenced by ethnic cleansing in Africa
when considering any refugee appeal.
What about other judges who are very much influenced by CRE but do not
refer to it in their judgments. Does this necessarily mean that they are not
influenced by CRE?
Even if judges are influenced by CRE and refer to it in their judgment, how
does this contribute to our understanding of refugee law decisions? Is it indeed
relevant to refugee law?

HCJ 7146/12 Adam Etalv Knesset et al (Supreme Court, Israel) (16 September 2013) (Unofficial
English translation [70–115])
"The State of Israel and Jewish organizations played an active part in drafting the international
Convention relating to the Status of Refugees, against the background of the world war and the
events of the Holocaust. The State of Israel was one of the first countries to sign and ratify the
convention, and with good cause. The story of the MS St. Louis is still scorched in our consciousness
like an open wound as a historical lesson and as a byword for refugees seeking asylum who are
not wanted anywhere (the ship left German in May 1939 after Kristallnacht with some one thousand
Jewish passengers on board; Cuba and the United States refused to allow the ship to enter. The
vessel eventually returned to Europe where several countries agreed to absorb the passengers, many
of whom – with the exception of those absorbed in Britain – died during the Second World War. The
story of the travails of the ship is described in the well-known film “The Voyage of the Damned.”)"
Martinez v State of Israel ISDC (Tel Aviv) AA 46427-07-11 (Unofficial English Translation)
"The Convention, which formulates refugee rights, was constituted as an answer to the problems
of millions of people who became refugees as a result of the atrocities of the Holocaust and the
Second World War. The State of Israel was the fifth to sign the Convention, and with its establishment
fought, together with Jewish Organizations, to draft the Convention and to attain far reaching rights
for refugees and asylum seekers".
AtushMajedMangian v Eilat Municipality ISDC (Beer Sheba) AA 29883-07-11 23-24 (Unofficial
English Translation)
"It is our obligation to remember and never to forget that we were refugees in exile in the not too
distant past. In addition, Israel was one of the first states to sign the Refugee Convention. And Israel
was itself reborn out of a refugee existence and the Holocaust"
Zanbak v Ministry of Interior (2006) ISDC (Tel Aviv) AA 2028/05 Nevo
"The obligation to protect refugees are based on a moral tradition on which are engraved the words”for
a stranger were you in Egypt” as well as the experience of persecution throughout the generations".
In a footnote, the same Judge was critical of the appellant's legal counsel for quoting from a national
poet, by way of comparison to the State, who had praised Sweden for opening its doors to Danish
Jews fleeing the Nazis.

INITIAL-QUANTITATIVE FINDINGS

Using an Israeli case law search engine, cases were searched where
the Ministry of Interior was a party. The following key words were used
in various combinations:
Ministry of Interior as Party

“Asylum application”

109

“Asylum application” ”Holocaust”

1

“Asylum application”, “Jews”

14

“Asylum Application”, “Jews”, “Holocaust”

1

No party mentioned

“Refugee Convention”

500

“Refugee Convention”, “Holocaust”

31

“Refugee Convention” ,”Jews”

92

“Refugee Convention” “Holocaust” ,”Jews”

26

“Asylum Application”

500

“Asylum Application” “Holocaust”

5

“Asylum Application” “Jews”

31

“Asylum Application”, “Holocaust” , “Jews” 5

4

METHODOLGY
QUANTATIVE SURVEY: HOW MANY CASES DEALING WITH ASYLUM
MATTTERS RELATE TO THE HOLOCAUST?
WHICH COURTS? WHAT TYPE OF REFUGEE CASE (DETENTION,
RECOGNITION, SOCIAL RIGHTS)
QUALITATIVE EXAMINATION: HOW DOES ISRAELI REFUGEE CASE LAW
RELATE TO THE HOLOCAUST, IF AT ALL, AS A REFERENCE POINT?
POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE REFERENCE?
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